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INTRODUCTION 1

An interest in Benjamin Humphrey Smart may be prompt-
ed to an attentive reader by a footnote in Mill’s Logic, com-
menting on this signifi cant appreciation of  Locke’s treat-
ment of language: “Nor is anything wanting to render the 
third book of Locke’s Essay a nearly unexceptionable trea-
tise on the connotation of names, except to free its lan-
guage from the assumption of what are called Abstract 
Ideas, which unfortunately is involved in the phraseology, 
though not necessarily connected with the thoughts con-
tained in that immortal Third Book.”2 In the explanatory 
footnote, Mill refers to Smart with more than simple ap-
probation: “The always acute and often profound author 
of  An Outline of Sematology (Mr. B.H. Smart) justly says, 
‘Locke will be much more intelligible, if, in the majority 
of places, we substitute ‘the knowledge of ’ for what he 
calls ‘the Idea of ’’ (p. 10). Among the many criticisms on 
Locke’s use of the word Idea, this is the one which, as it ap-
pears to me, most nearly hits the mark; and I quote it for 

[ vii ]

1. An earlier version of this introduction has fi rst been published as 

 “Benjamin Humphrey Smart and John Stuart Mill: Logic and Parts of  

Speech” in V.M. Ambrusci, E. Casari, M. Mugnai (eds.): ATTI del 

Convegno Internazionale di Storia della Logica, Bologna: clueb, 1983.

2. John Stuart Mill: A System of Logic (1843), Toronto and Lon-

don 1975. Page 115.
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the additional reason that it precisely expresses the point 
of diff erence respecting the import of Propositions, be-
tween my view and what I have spoken of as the Conceptu-
alist view of them. Where a conceptualist says that a name 
or a proposition expresses our Idea of a thing, I should 
generally say (instead of our Idea) our Knowledge, or Be-
lief, concerning the thing itself.”3 So, according to Mill, 
L��ke’s ��n�e�tualism �an be amended b� heeding Smart’s 
advi�e, that is, b� substituting f�r the n�ti�n ‘the idea �f ’ the 
notion ‘the knowledge of.’ At fi rst, the notion ‘the knowl-
edge of ’ may appear quite vague and it is necessary to ap-
peal directly to Smart, in order to clarify what exactly he 
means by this expression.

But, fi rst of all, who is Smart? The compiler of The Dic-

tionary of National Biography is not very free with his in-
formation. Smart’s date of birth is actually reported as un-
certain—“ab�ut 1786”—and all we learn ab�ut him is that 
he “resided in London, and employed himself in teaching 
el��uti�n.”4 In his later b��ks, Smart himself �r�vides this 
vivid des�ri�ti�n �f  his w�rk: “�e Auth�r has been widely 
known in private circles of the Metropolis for the last for-
ty years as a teacher of elocution. Elocution implies the 
practice of grammar, logic, and rhetoric; but the author’s 
pupils, in great proportion, present themselves already 

3. Ibid., 115 n.

4. The Dictionary of National Biography, London 1995. Page 385 b. 

The Biographical Dictionary of the Living Authors of Great Britain and 

Ireland, London 1816, and S. A. Allibone: A Critical Dictionary of 

English Literature and British and American Authors, Philadelphia 1872, 

are even less generous with biographical data. 
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educated in all respects except the practical issue of their 
acquirements in a signifi cant, unaff ected, forceful delivery. 
In trying to secure this result, he has generally found his 
tuition obstructed by theoretical prepossessions quite at 
variance with the practice of language, such as it is when 
it forms itself spontaneously under the force only of good 
example. Hence he was led to question the common theo-
ries under which language is explained to be the expound-
er of thought—of course, not to question whether it is 
the expounder of thought—but the manner in which it ful-

fi ls this its acknowledged offi  ce. And the works advertised 
hereunder, not hastily planned nor at once brought forth, 
are the completed result.”5 Smart mentions that he was a 
honorary member of the London Philosophical Society  
that was diss�lved in 1817 �r sh�rtl� thereafter.6 Further in-
formation provided by the Dictionary tells us that Smart 
was a member �f the Athenæum Club fr�m 4 Februar� 1850 
until his withdraw al �n 1 Januar� 1869.7 He was �r���sed 
for membership by the political economist Rev. Richard 
J�nes, and was se��nded b� the ph�si�ist Mi�hael Farada�8 

5. B.H. Smart: Thought and Language, London 1855. “Works by 

Mr. B.H. Smart,” opposite the title page. The same text is in Francis 

Drake [B.H. Smart]: Memoir of a Metaphysician, London 1853. Page 

255. “Works by Mr. B.H. Smart.”

6. B.H. Smart: Sequel to Sematology (1837), originally published 

anonymously. To become the second essay of  Beginnings of a New 

School of Metaphysics, London 1839 / 1842. Reprinted in this volume, 

pp. 253–444 [numbered 1–192]. Page 260 n [8 n].

7. Dictionary, 385 b. It also contains a bibliography.

8. For this piece of  information, we thank the librarian of the Athe-

næum Club, Mrs. Sarah Dodgson.
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to whom he “aff ectionately inscribed” his book Thought 

and Language.9 So, despite being much neglected in the 
literature of  his own and later time,10 he seems to have 
been esteemed by reputable men, as the standing of  both 
the �r���sers and the su���rters �f  his �andida�y t� mem-
bershi� �f the Club suggests. His �bituar� a��eared in The 

Times �f  28 Februar� 1872: “On the 24th inst., B.H. Smart, 
Esq., aged 85, author of an English Dictionary and other 
works on Metaphysics and English Literature.”11 

As “a practical teacher of grammar and its kindred 
branches,” as he too defi nes himself, he published sever al 
manuals of elocution, grammar, logic, and rhetoric; how-
ever, he also felt the need “to supply a more correct theo-
ry of  language” than he “found generally prevalent.”12 In 

9. Smart: Thought, dedication page.

10. In more recent years, only few scholars have paid attention to 

Smart: Wilbur Samuel Howell mentions his name, among others, in 

Eighteenth-Century British Logic & Rhetoric (Prin�et�n, nj, 1971), p. 713. 

David Bartine, b�th in his arti�le “‘Key-W�rd’ The�ries �f Reading, fr�m 

El�cuti�n t� Inter�retati�n” (in Performance of Literature in Historical 

Perspectives, edited by David W. Thompson, Lanham, md, 1983) and 

in his book Early English Reading Theory: Origins of Current Debates 

(Columbia, sc, 1989), views Smart’s work in the light of reading theory. 

And Achim Eschbach’s introduction to the German translation of the 

Beginnings of a New School of Metaphysics focuses on semiotics—see 

B.H. Smart: Grundlagen der Zeichentheorie: Grammatik, Logik, Rheto-

rik, edited & translated by Achim Eschbach (Frankfurt am Main 1978).

11. The Times of 28 February 1872. Page 1, right column, “deaths.”

12. B.H. Smart: A Way Out of Metaphysics (1839). To become the 

third essay—“An Appendix”—of Beginnings of a New School of Meta-

physics, London 1839 / 1842. Reprinted in this volume, pp. 445–520. 

Page 445.
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doing so, he realized that “the position” he “had taken 
for the purpose of examining language, was one which, 
with more careful survey, would bring the whole subject 
of metaphysics clearly under view.”13 A correct theory of 
language could therefore contribute to “the progress of 
English metaphysical philosophy,” such as was “begun 
by Locke, and carried on by others, but chiefl y by Horne 
Tooke.”14 But what is metaphysics, according to Smart, 
and what is to be done “toward completing what Locke 
and Horne Tooke left imperfect”?15

Metaphysics is the discipline which deals with “things 
be yond natural things.”16 Natural things are th�se “that ex-
ist distinctly from our notions of them, or that we believe 
or imagine s� t� exist”17 and “theref�re in�lude the mind.”18 
Objects of metaphysics, indeed “the sole subjects of that 
branch of learning called metaphysics,” are, on the other 
hand, our “notions of things,” that is, “the knowledge we 
have of things.”19 Now, “the only legitimate purpose that 
meta�h�si�s �an have”20 is that established b� L��ke, name-
ly, “to enquire into the Original, Certainty, and Extent of 

13. Ibid., 446.

14. B.H. Smart: A Letter to Dr. Whately, London 1852. Our volume 

pp. 575–611. Page 577 (page 5 in the original edition).

15. Ibid., 582 (10).

16. B.H. Smart: An Outline of Sematology (1831), originally pub-

lished anonymously. To become the fi rst essay of  Beginnings of a New 

School of Metaphysics, London 1839 / 1842. Reprinted in this volume, 

pp. 1–252. Page 2 n.

17. Smart: Way Out, 485–6. 18. Smart: Outline, 1 n.

19. Smart: Way Out, 503. 20. Smart: Thought, 10.
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humane Knowledge.”21 However, Locke committed some 
seri�us err�rs. In the fi rst �lace, he justly as�ribes the �rigin 
of �ur knowledge t� sensati�n, but is wr�ng in ��nsidering 
sensati�ns as the “materials”22 fr�m whi�h �ur n�ti�ns �r 
knowledge “are formed.”23 Therefore, “Sensationalists,”24 
am�ng wh�m Smart re�alls “the Fren�h ideal�gists” and, in 
England, James Mill, are all wr�ng in assuming “impli�itly 
as a fundamental principle” this “egregious error, which 
�erha�s” in L��ke “was rather in m�de �f s�eaking than in 
thought.”25 Secondly, we can charge Locke with an “igno-
ran�e �f the true relati�n that language bears t� th�ught.”26 

“This relation is almost uniformly misconceived,”27 for 
“the universal notion is, that language represents thought 
with a perfect correspondence of part to part, and a cor-
respondence of operations in joining the parts.”28 Locke 
also takes “for granted” the “same kind of corresponden-
ce” and “considers that all nouns in a proposition are put 
forward as signs of ideas that are the mental elements of 
the pro��siti�ns.”29 A third error that “neither Locke n�r 
Horne Tooke had exposed” consisted in considering “the 
distinction to be sound which affi  rms three operations 
of the mind to be concerned in argument, and proper 
to be treated of  severally in Logic.”30 Let us see briefl y, 

21. John Locke: An Essay concerning Human Understanding 

(1690), Oxford 1975. Page 43.

22. Smart: Way Out, 505. 23. Smart: Thought, 22.

24. B.H. Smart: A Manual of Logic, London 1849. Page 110 n.

25. Smart: Way Out, 506. 26. Smart: Thought, 25.  27. Smart: 

Way Out, 479. 28. Smart: Thought, 1. 29. Ibid., 2. 30. Smart: 

Letter, 580–1 (8).nn
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and in turn, how Smart proposes to correct these errors. 
The fi rst can be avoided by a sound theory of percep-

tion, such as Smart derives “from diff erent quarters,”31 
generalizing Berkeley’s observations on visual perception, 
on the one hand, and above all, on the other, availing him-
self of  “the clear light which the Scotch philosophers 
have let in by the demolition of the ancient theories of per-
 cepti�n.”32 Thus, while a sensati�nalist su�h as James Mill 

“lays it down as a fact that to be in pain and to be conscious 
of pain, is one and the same thing,”33 Smart maintains ex-
actly the opposite, namely, that “a sensation is one thing, 
and the knowledge we have of it, and have, through it, of 
a something external, is quite another thing.”34 Sensation 
and knowledge are therefore quite distinct: “Sensation by 
itself is n�thing m�re than an eff e�t �n the animal frame,”35 
while knowledge “is properly ascribable,”36 to a “higher 
function”;37 it “consists in being aware of relations,” since 

“one thing cannot be known without the contradistinction 
of another,”38 that is, “distinctly from, and therefore rela-
tively to another.”39 Hence knowledge results from an act 
of the intelle�t “in whi�h we are aware �f a relati�n between 
two things,”40 or rather of a “virtual syllogism,”41 “these 
things being what in all �ases we are entitled t� �all �remis-
es, and the knowledge—the being aware of the relation— 

31. Smart: Thought, 22. 32. Smart: Way Out, 506. 33. Smart: 

Manual, 110 n. 34. Smart: Thought, 23. 35. Ibid., 14. 36. Ibid., 23.

37. Ibid., 15. 38. Smart: Letter, 588–9 (14). 39. Ibid., 587 (13).

40. Francis Drake [B.H. Smart]: The Metaphysicians, London 

1857. Volume i, page 161–2.

41. Smart: Thought, 166.
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what we are entitled to call the conclusion.”42 Knowledge, 
which “is not linked originally to sensation,”43 “having 
once been received”44 as the result of an intellection, “re-
mains as knowledge permanently accompanying sensa-
ti�n”45—and this is what is �r��erl� �alled “�er�e�ti�n.”46 
For this reason, “human perception,”47 which actually de-
pends on a “rational process,”48 has erroneously been con-
sidered, “from the days of Aristotle ... to those of  Locke 
and Horne Tooke inclusive,”49 as “the same as brute per-
ception,”50 that is “instinctive” and coincident with sen-
sation.51

“Ever� �er�e�ti�n ... is individual and �arti�ular” kn�wl-
edge52 of given objects in given circumstances. Particular 
are also our “conceptions”53—a term already used, in the 
same sense, by Dugald Stewart—that is, knowledge associ-
ated to the sensations recalled to the mind by imagination 
and memory. These alone are properly to be called ideas. 
On the contrary, all those which Locke calls ideas, simple 
or complex, are not particular knowledge, but are indeed 
abstract notions. “The knowledge, for instance, which we 
have of red ... transcends, or is abstract from, our actual 
per�e�ti�n ... and fr�m any idea, that is, image ... whi�h we 
distinctly form.”54 Now, “without representative signs of 
some kind we would never abstract or generalize.”55 No-

42. Drake: Metaphysicians, i.162. 43. Smart: Letter, 587 (13).

44. Smart: Thought, 166. 45. Ibid., 64. 46. Ibid., 65. 47. Ibid., 

166. 48. Drake: Metaphysicians, i.28. 49. Smart: Thought, 166–7.

50. Ibid., 166. 51. Drake: Metaphysicians, i.27. 52. Smart: Out-

line, 8–9. 53. Smart: Thought, 65. 54. Smart: Manual, 110.

55. B.H. Smart: Practical Logic, London 1823. Page 2 n.
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tions �r abstract knowledge cann�t exist by themselves, in-
dependently of their signs. It is only by means of signs that 
they �an be “�reserved”56 for “s�e�ulative use.”57 They 
are “things metaphysical ”58 �r “meta�h�si�al existen�es,”59 
and are n�t “constitutive” �arts �f th�ught, but merel� “sug-

gest ” it.60 In short, we can say that abstract notions are 
nothing but the signifi cation of words. It is therefore to 
knowledge of this kind, that is, to the meaning of words, 
that we have to refer whenever Locke speaks of  “ideas”; 
moreover, meanings are to be seen as instructions to think 
correctly and soundly. This leads us to Smart’s criticism 
of the second error he imputes to Locke.

In his Essay, L��ke ��enly admitted having overl��ked 
the study of language: “When I fi rst began this Discourse 
of the Understanding, and a good while after, I had not 
the least Th�ught, that any C�nsiderati�n �f Words was at 
all necessary to it.”61 It was Horne Tooke, who, a century 
later, fully appreciated the importance of words and “did 
question”62 the notion, “taken for granted by Locke,”63 

“that the parts of speech have their origin in the mind in-
dependently of the outward signs, when, in truth, they are 
nothing more than parts in the structure of  language.”64 
Horne Tooke maintained as a basic principle, that “many 
words are merely abbreviations employed for dispatch, 
and are the signs of other words.”65 He thus “traced all 

56. Smart: Thought, 52. 57. Smart: Way Out, 508. 58. Ibid., 

499. 59. Smart: Thought, 51–2. 60. Ibid., 52. 61. Locke: Essay, 

488. 62. Smart: Thought, 3. 63. Ibid., 2. 64. Smart: Outline, 38.

65. John Horne Tooke: The Diversions of Purley (1786), Lon-

don 1840. Page 14.
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the parts of speech up to two, namely noun and verb” and 
showed “that the remaining parts are only one or the oth-
er of these in disguise”;66 but “he broke down at the dif-
ference between these two, and left his work imperfect,”67 
because “he could not establish, what indeed is contrary 
to truth, that verbs grew out of nouns, and not nouns out 
of verbs.”68 As a matter of  fact, he thought that “the fi rst 
invented elements of speech were nouns,” and that nouns 
were “names for ... impressions” received by the mind.69 
Hence he did not succeed in freeing himself completely 
fr�m “that universal delusi�n”70 ��n�erning the relati�n �f 
language t� th�ught, s� �learl� ex��sed b� Dugald Stewart: 

“In reading, for example, the enunciation of a proposition, 
we are a�t t� fan�y, that f�r every word ��ntained in it, there 
is an idea �resented t� the understanding; fr�m the ��mbi-
nation and comparison of which ideas, results that act of 
the mind called judgement. So diff erent is all this from the 
fact, that our words, when examined separately, are often 
as completely insignifi cant as the letters of which they are 
c�m��sed; deriving their meaning s�lely from the c�nnec-
ti�n, �r relati�n, in whi�h they stand t� �thers.”71 In a���rd-
ance with these fundamental insights, Smart was able to 
devel�� a �urely fun�ti�nalisti� account �f �arts �f s�ee�h, 
deriving them all from a supposed original “indivisible ex-
pressi�n,”72 the “instin�tive �ry,” whi�h is the “sign suggest-

66. Smart: Thought, 4. 67. Smart: Letter, 579 (7). 68. Smart: 

Thought, 5. 69. Smart: Outline, 63 n. 70. Smart: Thought, 131.

71. Dugald Stewart: Philosophical Essays (1810), in The Collected 

Works of Dugald Stewart, edited by William Hamilton, Edinburgh 1855. 

Volume v, page 154–5.
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ed directly by nature”73 of  “the whole thought”74 which is 
conveyed by an “artifi �ially com��unded”75 ex�ressi�n �f 
any length and complexity.

The dichotomic generative procedure expounded by 
Smart is very interesting; and not only because of his use 
of revertible tree-diagrams.76 Quite remarkably, the gram-
matical features of  the several parts of speech can only 
be accounted for when, by successive transformations, a 
complete system of grammatical categories is fully devel-
oped: the “primary division”77 of  “the original element 
of spee�h”78 merely �r�duces a s�rt �f dee� stru�ture ��m-
ponents, which “may still be called nominative and verb” 
only by analogy.79 Here, though, the semantic aspects 
are most relevant. According to Smart, “the meaning of a 
phrase or sentence is not the aggregate of the several mean-
ings �f the �arts whi�h construct it,”80 but is “always one 
and incomplex.”81 The several words of a sentence, “as 
parts of that sentence, they are not by themselves signif-
icant”;82 on the contrary, “each part resigns its separate 
meaning the moment it enters into union with the other 
parts” in order to form the “whole expression.”83 An arti-
fi cially “constructed expression ... used in place of the ex-
clamati�n”84 “fi rst furnished by nature”85 is indeed t� be 

72. Smart: Letter, 586 (13). 73. Smart: Outline, 7. 74. Ibid., 45.

75. Ibid., 8. 76. Cfr. Smart: Letter, 597–8 (21–2); Smart: Thought, 

157– 61;  Smart: Way Out, 466. 77. Smart: Letter, 595 n 14 (20 n).

78. Smart: Outline, 63 n. 79. Smart: Letter, 595 (19). 80. Smart: 

Thought, 139. 81. Smart: Letter, 596 (21). 82. Smart: Outline, 55.

83. Smart: Thought, 137. 84. Smart: Letter, 593 (18). 85. Ibid., 

592 (17).
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regarded as a token-sentence or expression, “used for a 
parti�ular ��mmuni�ati�n,”86 in �rder t� ��nvey an “a�tual 
thought,”87 or particular “state of intellect,”88 referring to 
a given �bje�t, either ��n�rete �r abstra�t, under given �ir-
cumstances. Separate words, on the other hand, are to be 
seen as “abstra�t �art[s] �f s�ee�h,”89 �r type-ex�ressi�n: 
they d� n�t signif� “�arts”90 �f “�arti�ular intelle�tions,”91 
but �nl� ex�ress “notions,”92 �r abstra�t “kn�wledge” held 
by the understanding “apart from” any given occasion of 
thought.93 A “knowledge,” then, or what is more “proper-
ly called a notion,”94 is given a purely semantic status and 
constitutes the “abstract signifi cation”95 of words.

Two diff erent components can be distinguished in 
the “separate meaning”96 of  type-expressions, a catego-

rial one, related to form, and a notional one, related to 
content. Smart lays down proper principles of categorial 
analysis, such as the following: “A word is this or that part 
of s�ee�h �nly from the �ffi  ce it fulfi ls in making u� a sen-
tence. From this �rin�i�le it f�ll�ws, that a word is liable to 
lose its characteristic diff erence as often as it changes the 
nature of its relation to other words in a sentence; and it 
als� f�ll�ws, that every n�w and then a w�rd may be used in 
s�me �a�a�ity whi�h makes it diffi  �ult to be assigned to any 
of the received classes of words.”97 In Smart’s view, prin-
ciples of this kind “promise much assistance in laying the 

86. Smart: Outline, 126. 87. Ibid., 16. 88. Smart: Thought, 

55. 89. Ibid., 179. 90. Ibid., 163. 91. Smart: Way Out, 481.

92. Smart: Outline, 10. 93. Smart: Thought, 179. 94. Smart: 

Outline, 13. 95. Smart: Way Out, 478. 96. Smart: Outline, 13. 

97. Ibid., 59.
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f�undati�n f�r any useful system �f studying meta�hysi�s,” 
a discipline to which is assigned “the purpose of teaching 
the nature �f the n�ti�ns den�ted by lingual signs.”98 The 
similarity of these claims with Gilbert Ryle’s well-known 
contention, that to “properly enquire and even say ‘what it 
really means t� say s� and s�’” is “what phil�s��hi�al analy-
sis is” and “the sole and whole function of philosophy,”99 
hardly needs to be insisted upon. In its turn, the notion-

al component of  the “separate meaning” of words, the 
abstra�t “kn�wledge” they ex�ress, is quite inde�endent 
of their categorial nature. “For instance”—says Smart— 

“the following words ... all express the same notion: Add, 
Addition, Additional, Additionally, With (the imperative 
of the Sax�n verb withan to j�in), And (the imperative of 
the Sax�n verb ananad to add).”100 What Smart �alls “the 
knowledge �f what it is t� be a man,”101 and L��ke “the ab-
stra�t Idea the name Man stands f�r” �r “the Essen�e �f 
a Man,”102 simply is, according to Mill, “the whole of the 
attributes connoted by the word”:103 signifi cantly enough, 
Mill maintains that the distinction between connotative 
adjectives and names “is rather grammatical than logical,” 
because “there is no diff erence of meaning.”104 

Naturally, the “double force” Smart distinguishes in 
words, namely their “united f�r�e,”105 by whi�h they signi-

98. Smart: Way Out, 484.

99. Gilbert Ryle: Collected Papers, London 1971. Volume ii, 

page 61.

100. Smart: Outline, 40. 101. Smart: Thought, 180. 102. 

Locke: Essay, 415. 103. Mill: System, 111. 104. Ibid., 26. 105.

Smart: Outline, 14.
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fy an “a�tual �erce�ti�n,”106 and their “se�arate f�rce,” by 
which they refer to “knowledge,”107 is not to be confused 
with the two components, categorial and notional, of the 

“abstract signifi cation”108 of words. Abstract signifi cation 
concerns the “signifi �ant �arts”109 of a “completed”110 ar-
tifi cial expression. However, according to Smart, “every 
single word” or phrase can, “if not in form, yet virtually,” 
be “always a sentence,”111 or a “completed expression,”112 
that is to say an expression which is substituted for the 

“natural cry”113 to signify a particular thought, or the con-
ceiving of an object, particular and determinate, in given 
relations and circumstances; therefore, “we can take away 
the abstract meaning of words” (the meaning they have as 
ty�e-ex�ressi�ns) and use them as “�articular ex�ressi�ns 
or sentences” (as token-expressions) to signify “particular 
intellections,”114 such as “would a natural ejaculation aris-
ing �ut �f the ���asi�n,” used in their �la�e.115 On the �ther 
hand, as every word or phrase “is virtually a sentence,”116 
in like manner “every sentence which does not express the 
full communication intended, but ... becomes a clause of 
a larger sentence, is precisely of the nature of any single 
word making part of a sentence.”117 This means that all 
parts �f s�ee�h and all ex�ressi�ns “however l�ng and com-
plex” can signify, according to their use, either a thought
 —that is, a particular state of intellect “one and indivis-

106. Ibid., 12 n. 107. Ibid., 14. 108. Smart: Way Out, 478. 109. 

Smart: Outline, 7. 110. Smart: Thought, 137. 111. Smart: Way 

Out, 480. 112. Smart: Outline, 251. 113. Ibid., 8. 114. Smart: Way 

Out, 481. 115. Smart: Outline, 116. 116. Smart: Way Out, 483. 117. 

Smart: Outline, 125.
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ible”118—or a notion—that is abstract knowledge “depos-
ited in the mind.”119 Resorting to Husserl’s semantic con-
cepts,120 we might say that the same expression, if used as 
a “��m�leted ex�ressi�n,” ��nveys its erfüllende Bedeutung, 
if taken abstractly as a part of a more complex expression, 
simply conveys its intendierende Bedeutung.

The preceding remarks make it possible to see why 
Smart—thus to correct the third error—tries to substitute 
for the three “operations of the mind,” which are common-
ly said to be “necessary in L�gic,” “vic. Perce�ti�n �r Sim-
ple A��rehensi�n; Judgment; and Reas�ning,”121 that sin-
gle “process �r act �f reas�ning”122 whi�h he �alls the “nat-
ural,”123 “informal,” or “virtual syllogism.”124 In his terms, 

“Logic is the right use of words,”125 “as the medium for 
rea�hing further knowledge.”126 The m�ment it is rea�hed, 
all knowledge is entertained as an “actual th�ught,” which 
can be signifi ed by any kind of expression—a single word, 
a sentence, or a period—taken as “complete.”127 The form 
of the expression we might choose does not modify the 
way our knowledge is obtained “at the bidding of its ap-
propriate occasion”; knowledge “is, in every case, nothing 
more, nor less, nor other, than the being aware of a rela-
tion,”128 and is always acquired by means of a “virtual 
syllogism, of which the two things whose relation is per-

118. Smart: Thought, 55. 119. Smart: Outline, 121.

120. Cfr. Edmund Husserl: Logische Untersuchungen (1900/1), 

Tübingen 1913. Volume ii, pages 1 & 44.

121. Smart: Outline, 109. 122. Ibid., 138. 123. Smart: Letter, 

581 (8). 124. Smart: Thought, 191. 125. Smart: Outline, 87. 126. 

Ibid., 175. 127. Smart: Thought, 163. 128. Smart: Way Out, 469.
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ceived, are the premises, and the knowledge of their rela-
tion, the conclusion.”129 Therefore, taken as complete, a 

“word or phrase,”130 or any other expression, all “denote 
conclusions arising out of a rational process”;131 the con-
tent they express is always “an inference”132 and does not 
admit of separate treatments in logic.

It is because man receives his knowledge “by means of 
premises which suggest it”133 that “he invents language.” 
Man “abstracts his knowledge from the thing known, and 
embodies it in a sign”; then, “with the signs of  his abstract 
knowledge,” joined as the signs of certain premises, “he 
forms the speech which takes the place of the natural ex-
clamation that the occasion would otherwise prompt, the 
signs losing their abstraction in the more particular mean-
ing which they thus unite to express.”134 Thus “words 
(or signs equivalent to words)” can properly serve “as the 
media f�r rea�hing new ��n�lusi�ns.”135 But language also 

“enables us to reason with parts of speech in their abstract 
state, so as to dispense with all attention to real things.”136 
This is exactly what “Aristotelian”137 or “formal logic” 
d�es: “rendering th�ught mis�hievously artifi �ial,” by put-
ting “signs f�r things,” and making its conclusi�ns depend 
on the agreement �r disagreement of “tw� �f these �arts �f 
speech or the abstractions,” that is “on the form of the rea-
soning, and not on the knowledge of the things concern-
ing which the reasoning takes place.”138 On the contrary, 

129. Smart: Thought, 30. 130. Smart: Outline, 112. 131. Ibid., 

97. 132. Ibid., 112. 133. Smart: Letter, 592 (17). 134. Drake: Meta-

physicians, i.197. 135. Smart: Outline, 94. 136. Smart: Thought, 

187. 137. Smart: Outline, 142. 138. Smart: Thought, 188–9.
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Smart assigns to logic the “offi  ce of investigating truth”139 
and conceives it as “an art which also employs language 
instrumentally in reasoning, but so employs it as ever to 
lose its abstractions as fast as they answer their end, while 
it never loses sight of the things, on and from the knowl-
edge of which, the reasoning takes place,”140 According to 
Smart, formal logic is pure “argumentation, or a process 
with a view to proof,”141 and the “proving of truth” is the 
mere rhetorical act of  “convincing others of it.”142

In his a��urate review of  Smart’s Outline of Sematology, 
Mill pays due tribute to the “clear, vigorous, and mascu-
line” thinking of its author143 and expressly acknowledges 
his agreement with the views expounded on “the nature 
of the parts of speech,” on “the manner in which general 
terms serve us in the investigati�n �f truth,” and against the 
re�eived ��ini�n “that the meaning �f a senten�e is the sum 
of the meanings �f the se�arate w�rds.”144 Nevertheless the 
appealing views of our teacher of elocution, who certainly 

139. Smart: Outline, 174. 140. Smart: Thought, 189.

141. Smart: Outline, 176–7. 142. Ibid., 173.

143. John Stuart Mill: Review of  B.H. Smart’s An Outline of 

Sematology, in The Literary Examiner of  25 March 1832, page 195, and 

of  1 April 1832, pages 211–2. Part of this volume, pp. 535–51. Page 544 

(212 a). H�wever, Mill regrets “the t�ne with whi�h ... the auth�r �ermits 

himself to speak of so eminent a person as Archbishop Whately” (550 

(212 b)). For Mill’s estimation of  Whately’s Elements of Logic, see his 

review of  it in The Westminster Review, ix, January 1828, pages 137–72. 

Mill’s review of  Smart’s book can also be found in the Collected Works 

of John Stuart Mill, volume xxiii, pages 425–7 & 429–35; his review 

of  Whately’s book is in volume xi, pages 2–35 (Toronto 1986 & 1978).

144. Mill: Review, 548, 550, 547 (212 b).
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was an author “of small name”145 among his contemporar-
ies, seem t� have been far m�re infl uential �n Mill’s th�ught 
than he openly declares, and their ascendancy over some 
of  Mill’s main ��ntenti�ns, su�h as the distin�ti�n between 

“the Logic of  Consistency” and “the Logic of Truth,”146 
would undoubtedly deserve closer investigation.

Dino Buzzetti

University of Bologna, Italy

The Beginnings of a New School of Metaphysics is reprinted 
from the 1842 edition by Longman, Brown, Green, & Long-
mans. (The essays, and the fi rst edition of the compilation 
of  1839, were published by John Richardson.)

Reviews have been re-set. With the exception of Greek 
accentuation which has been corrected, spelling is in its 
�riginal f�rm, and s� is ty�� gra�hy, a��e�ting a s�metimes 
inconsistent use of italics and small caps. Throughout the 
reviews, make-up of quotes from Smart’s book and indica-
tions of text omissions have been unifi ed. 

Three punctuation errors have been corrected: In the 
Atlas article of 1831, quote on page 525, fi fth line below, an 
opening quotation mark replaces what looks like an aster-
isk (*) in our copy. In the Monthly Review article, second 
paragraph, a closing quotation mark was inserted after the 
title “An Outline of  Sematology”. In the last paragraph of 
this same arti�le, a full stop was substituted for a comma  
(“written for posterity. He may have been”). 

Karsten Lücke

145. Smart: Thought, 195. 146. Mill: System, 208.


